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1.1

Landmark-based Size and Shape Comparisons

Introduction

Notation

Landmark data were collected for 10 skull-model pairs. Adopt the following notation:

Replications I =1,...,L, Dimensions nlo=L,...,M,
Landmarks,h= 1,... rK, Objects n:1,...,N.

In our application, L = 4, M =3, K = 34and N = 20.

The landmark configuration of each replication of each object is represented by a (K x IUI) matrix X.
The original configurations are unregistered, i.e. the coordinates are subject to unknown rigid-body
transformations (rotation and translation). Denote element (k,m) of X by rp^, or, more generally,
denote element (k,m) of X,,1 (replication I of object n) by rnp*1.

We assume an isotropic error model for the landmarks of X about the true value Xo, i.e.

Xt = X, + Et, where Et - Nxru(0,r2 11 . (1. 1)

Consider the operation vec(X) to stack the columns of X into a column vector of length K lul . Eor brevity,
we denote this vector in bold, i.e. X = vec(X). Following Kent and Mardia (2001), we introduce 3

Kfut x Kfu[ matrices A, B atdC which respectively remove rotation, scale and translation from X.

L.2 Size-and-shape

Represent the size-and-shape of an object by the (K x M) matrix Y. Partial generalized Procrustes
analysis (pGPA) is performed to align the original configurations (removing location and orientation,
but not scale) and thereby obtain the size'and-shapes {}i} from the original data {Xr}, for replications
I = !,.. . , Z. Thus the isotropic error model for size.and-shape is approximately

Y = Yo + Ft, where trl - Nr*,n (0,r2 AC). (1.2)

1.3 Shape

Represent the shape of an object by the (K x M) matrix Z. Genenlized Procrustes analysis (GPA)
is performed to obtain a mean shape Zo and aligned shapes {21} (removing location, orientation and
scale). The isotropic error model for shape is thus

Zt - Zo * Gt, where Gr - Nr*M (O,o2ABC). (1.3)



L.4 Landmark variance

The landmark variance 12 in size-and-shape space can be estimated from the data, as detailed in Section 3.
The shape space variance a2 is related to r2 by

,2 = ,'s3, (1.4)

where.9o is the average size of the size-and-shape configurations {}i}, as follows.

1.5 Size

The size ,S of a configuration Y (dropping the subscripts for object and replication) is defined by

ldK
S(y), = llyll, = I Dfr*^-!*)2, (1.5)

m=L k=l

where !^ = *D{=ryo^. The size of a configuration is invariant under rotation and translation, and
is therefore the same for an unregistered configuration X as for the corresponding size-and-shape Y, i.e.
S(X) = .9(Y). Thus the average size ,S, of a sample {yc} i. the size of the mean size-and-shape, i.e.
s, = ll%ll.

1.6 Tangent shape space projection

A shape 21 can be projected into the tangent space to shape space at the mean shape Zo. This projec-
tion provides a decomposition of the shape into components parallel (denoted aTZo) and perpendicular
(denoted 7j) to the mean shape:

Zt = atZo *Tt. (1.6)

The tangent space projection can be calculated from Procrustes analysis. By singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD),

Zf, Z,:-UWVT , (1 .7)

where [/ and V are M x M rotation matrices, and ltrl is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values
u)m,rn - 1,...,M. (Therotationwhichaligns Zlwilh ZoisgivenbyVUT.) Thecoefficiental in (1.6)
is given by

M

or: D r^,
m=L

and the tangent space shape matrix 7i is obtained by

(1.8)

Tt=Zt-atZo. (1.e)

2 The distribution of size S

For a set of replicated configurations {}i}, assume the isotropic model of (1.2), i.e.,

Y =Yo * Ft, with F - trfrlvr(0, 12AC1.

Denote the mean centroid size by S, = ll%ll : tr (YfY). Then

(2.1)

s'= llr,ll2 = ll%+ nl2 =tr (Y{Y,)*2tr (YdF)+tr (rrr'). (2.2)

t



The first of these three terms is constant, tr (Y{Y") = 53, whilst the remainder is approximately normally
distributed with mean = rank(AC)12 and variance x 4tr(Y{Y")r2 = 45f;r2. (In size-and-shape space,
rank(AC) = KM - 1I - M(M -l)12: z, say.) Thus, approximately,

52 - N(S'z,+ur2, aS!r2), (2.3)

which is equivalent to a normal distribution N(S|, aSlr2) with bias urz.If. some random variable is
normally distributed, X - N(p,o2), then the square root is also approximately normally distributed,
,/X - L*G/tr,(#)'"').Thus the size is approximately distributed normally:

S - NUSS+rrr,r'),
where

Provided that

= s,[1 + Sl* - s,[1 . fil

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

then, approximately,

^s - l[(s,, r2), (2.7)

i.e. size is normally distributed with variance equal to the (size-and-shape space) landmark variance.

3 Estimating the landmark variattce 12

Under the isotropic model above, the landmark variance can be estimated as follows. For dimension rn,
Iandmark & and object n, the sample mean is

ur2 vr2
#.u1 and "fuur',

1g 12
lmkn = i,Lnr^*., Tmkn - N(',7.),

I=l

and the variance is estimated by the sample variance

Thus, over all replications, dimensions, landmarks and objects, the sample variance is estimated by

ilnon = **f,*n -U^*n)2, i?nrn - *rZ-,

,N{ML-2
o' = AI f I l(u,-on -!^*n)2, 7z - 7X2a, d, = NKM(L - l)

n:l ft=l m:l l=l

Tn our data, for example, the size-and-shape landmark variance is estimated as shown in Table 1. There

Group i2 g5% cr d ,9, a2
Skulls
Models

(0.49, 0.54) 3060 324 4.84 x 10-o
(1.88, 2.08) 3060 330 18.14 x 10-6

0.51
1.98

Table 1: Landmark variance estimated for skulls and models

is very strong evidence that the landmark variance is larger (by about a factor 4) for models compared
with skulls.

We can also use these estimates to verify that the normal model for ,S in Section 2 is valid. Pooling the
data for skulls and models, we have v = 95, 12 : 1.98, So:327. Thus, ffii :0.0005, i.e. condition
(2.6) holds, and therefore (2.7) is a reasonable model.



4 Testing for size differences

Denote the mean object size for a sample of n5 skull and, n1y1 model replications bV F and FZ respec-
tively. From (2.7),

Given that the variances are estimated with very high reliability from Section3, they can be treated as

known population variances. Thus the difference between the observed sample mearrs is approximately
normally distributed, and

-2 -2F - lr(.9,, 's ) and W - N(S,, g).
'nEnn

r?3 - ?.,rrr:::-t{(0.1).
-l:-.LL:--LL
V,s',Lz

(4.1)

(4.2)

Treated separately, each skull-model shows a significant (p < 0.05) increase in size, as shown in Table 2.

Skull Sizeincrease Z-statistic
2897
3198
3297
3298
3397
3497
3498
3597
3598
3998

1.012 5.t7
1.011 4.64
1.016 6.62
1.010 4.10
1.019 7.77
1.006 2.45
1.014 6.31
t.022 8.98
1.046 17.76
1.029 11.56

Table 2: Relative size increase SulSs of model wrt skull for 10 models obtained from separate two-
sample Z-tests

5 Analysis of variance of size for different resins

The 10 models can be divided into 3 groups according to the resin used in their manufacture. Let
V = SM ISS denote the relative size change estimated in Section 4. Note that, if the mean size for

skulls and models are distributed as in (4.1), then it can be shown that Y - N(1, **l Thus, a

95% confidence interval of approximately *0.004 can be placed on the value of Y estimated for each

skull-model pair.

For the data shown in Table 3, assuming a hull hypothesis that the group means are equal, an analysis of
variance yields an F-statistic FzJ = 3.92 with corresponding p = 0.07. Although this is suggestive, there
is insufficient evidence to conclude that the group means are not equal. We conclude that the average

relative size change (of model with respect to skull) is 7 = 1.019.

However, the data also suggest that the variances of the three resin groups are different. Applying
Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variance yields a statistic K2 -- 8.48 with corresponding p = 0.01,
i.e. there is strong evidence that the three resin groups have different variances. Inspection of the data
suggests that resin A is the most reliable and resin C the least.

F\rrthermore, it should be noted that there is an apparent discrepancy between the expected and observed

variance of the relative size change Y. The observed variance is 1.4 x 10-4, but the expected variance

b +;* = 5.7 x 10-6. Denote the true variance of Y by o2(Y) and the sarnple variance by s2(Y).

Under the null hypothesis that 02(y) :5.7 x10-6, * - y2,,for which pe-O. We conclude that the

observed varia^nce of size change is not due entirely to the measurement error of landmarks, but results

from some other factor which varies from one skull-model pair to another.



Group Resin lVlanufacturer Skull Size increase
A 71.20 Materialise 3198

3298
3497

1.011
1.010
1.006

B 5170 DePuy 2897
3297
3397
3597

1.012
1.016
1.019
t.022

C 5220 DePuy 3498
3598
3998

1 .0 t4
1.046
1.029

Table3: Relativesizeincrease SulSs of modelwrtskullforl0models,groupedaccordingtoresin. The
valuesof Sizelncreasearesubject toagSYo confidenceintervalof *0.004. TheResinandSkullnumbers
are merely identifying codes.

6 Testing for shape differences

6.1 Test for overall shape change

Assuming the isotropic normal model of (i.3) then, in tangent space,

T;, - Nx*tut(o,02ABC). (6.1)

The landmark variance in shape space, a2, is related to the size-and-shape variance 12 and the mean size
So by 12 = 53o2, and can be estimated with a large number of degrees of freedom from the landmark
data. 7 is subject tod= Klvl-M-l-lU1U-t) degreesof freedom. (In 3D, forexample,d:3K-7.)
Denote the sample mean of the tangent projections by ?. Thus

(6.2)

forskull and model shape varianceso! ando2r1. Let D =fM -fs,sothat D - Nx*u10,"&$,l,AC1
and thus we define the "Isotropic Hotelling 72 Test" with different variances:

fs - Nx*up,f eacy, r* - Nx*u(o,zloucl

llTu -7s112 -2r-7;--:- ' t --,\d'
i\o's + oiv )

(6.3)

For our data, L -- 4, o', :4.84 x 10-6, o2u = 18.14 x 10-6, and d = 95. The calculated shape difference
statistic is shown in Table 4. In all cases, the shape difference is highly significant (p = 0).

Skull-model pair Shape difference
2697

3198
3297
3298
3397
3497
3498
3597
3598
3998

67t)
76t

1764
713
676
433
732
596

2106
79L

Table 4: Shape difference between skulls and models

However, it is interesting to test the shape difference between individuals in the same way. For this
test, the 10 skulls were arbitrarily paired off and the shape differences are tabulated in Table 5. It is



important to note that the shape difference between skulls and models, though statistically significant,
is very much smaller than the typical shape difference between different skulls.

Skull-skull pair Shape difference
2897, 3199
3297, 3298
3397, 3497
3498, 3597
3598, 3998

13653
13318
7499
5314
5823

Table 5: Shape difference between pairs of skulls

6.2 Interpreting shape differences in terms of individual landmarks

It is clear that there is strong evidence of a shape change between each skull and its model. An exami-
nation of the landmarks reveals that a handful of landmarks are responsible for the greater part of this
shape change.

Consider landmark k for skull-model pair n. Denote the displacement vector from skull to model of the
landmark in tangent shape space by t*n. For tr replications,

t*", - Ns(0, "3*OUr), and (6.4)

(6.5)lltr^ll2 - (a*),,
Landmarks for which llt*,112 I (ry) exceeds a certain level (for example, y!, > z.Az corresponding to

a probability p < 0.05) can be deemed to contribute significantly to the overall shape change.

A discussion of the landmarks primarily responsible for the shape change is given in the next section. In-
dividual skull-model pairs provide interesting insight into the errors associated with SLA model-building.
However, for practical (i.e. clinical) purposes, it is more valuable to identify those landmarks which are
on auerage a source of shape change. For landmark ,t, denote the average skull-to-model displacement
vector over all -l/ skulls by fp, where

(6.6)

(6.7)

_2,-2
Ir - N3(0,5ffme, and.

ilrril, - (4**).,
Lqndmarks for which llixll' I (#) exceeds a certain level can be deemed to contribute significantly,

on average, to the overall shape change.

o



7 Discussion of observed shape changes

Throughout this section, the following terms are used to indicate direction:

anterior: towards the frout;

posterior: towards the back;

inferior: towards the bottom;

superior: towards the top;

medial: towards the midline, along the left-right a^:<is;

lateral: away from the midline, along the left-right axis.

The following coordinate system (from the perspective of the subject) is adopted for measurements and
analysis in 3D:

x-axis: from left (negative) to right (positive);

y-axis: from back (negative) to front (positive);

z-axis: from bottom (negative) to top (positive).

7.L General observations

Inspection of the skulls and models indicates that:

1. Sutures are poorly modelled (probably due to the limited resolution of the CT scan) and difficult
to locate precisely;

2. Some models exhibit a lightly speckled surface (probably due to residual noise not successfully
removed from the CT image);

Layers at the vertical extremes exhibit a layered or contoured appearance, due to the limitations
of the SLA machine. The top of the cranium. in particular, is slightly flattened;

Thin bones (especially in the orbital walls, palate and maxilla) are poorly modelled, often with
large areas missing. This is due to the limited resolution of the CT scan;

The necessary use of support structures during the model-building process leads to artifacts in
the final model: sometimes the support structures are not sufficiently removed; at other times
the sections of the actual model have been accidentally removed or damaged during the cleaning
process. Experience indicates that a trained clinician is more successful at removing support
structures than, for s1a-ple, an engineer lacking clinical expertise;

Pointed anatomical structures (e.g. protuberances, processes and spines) are sometimes truncated
or the tips are rounded. This may be due to a combination of the limited CT resolution and the
limited ability of the SLA machine to generate sharply located structures. However, such pointed
features were occasionally observed to be lengthened, probably an artifact due to the remnants of
support structuresl

7. Genuine holes or fissures are poorly modelled, often being either erroneously closed or enlarged.
This is primarily a problem around thin bones (especially within the orbits) and is probably due
to the limited resolution of the CT scan;

3.

4.

5.

.6.

7



7.2 Landmarks responsible on average for shape change

By considering the skull-to.model displacement vector of landmarks averaged over all 10 skulls, 5 out of
34 landmarks showed a significant contribution to the overall shape change. It is hypothesized that, in
these cases, the landmark errors are not isotropic and show a strong directional bias arising from the
particular shape and orientation of the landmark and its anatomical neighbourhood.

Left and right zygomatico-ma-xillary sutures (8,9): the errors of these landmarks on the front of
the face are directed medially with only minor errors in the other directions. This is probably
due to measurement bias. The suture point is often difficult to locate precisely on the model. It
assumed that it lies on the inferior edge of the ma:cilla/frontal bone, and therefore errors in the
z-axis are minimized. In addition, the bone surface is roughly normal to the y-axis, so errors in the
y-a.cis are also minimized. The main opportunity for error arises in the x-axis. The bone curves
much more steeply on the lateral side of the Iandmark than on the medial side. Errors of location
are therefore more likely to occur in the medial direction, resulting in the observed bias.

Left and right optic foramenae (29, 30): the errors of these landmarks within the orbits are directed
both laterally and posteriorly. Again this is ascribed to error bias. The orbital walls surrounding
the foramen on the medial side are angled steeply in the anterior direction, reducing the likelihood
of errors in the medial and anterior directions. However, the walls on the lateral side are not
angled as steeply, and are oriented in lateral and posterior directions, with an increased possibility
of errors in these directions. Thus the landmark errors are expected to be biased in the directions
observed.

External occipital protuberance (20): the errors of this landmark on the lower back of the skull are
Iargely directed posteriorly. This might suggest that the protuberance is enlarged, but experience
suggests that bumps like this feature tend to be flattened instead. Note that the definition of the
landmark used is the most inferior point. A flattening of the external occipital protuberance might
cause the apparent extremum to move along the bony ridge, primarily in the posterior direction as

observed.

7.3 Noteworthy features in individual cases

1. Skull 2897:

o Posterior nasal spine (4): this point is ambiguous, probably due to a residual support artifact.

o Left and right pterygoid hamuli (25,26\ on the original skull, these structures point generally
Iaterally, and also slightly anteriorly and slightly inferiorly. On the model, they have been

truncated, and thus the landmarks appear to have moved medially, slightly posteriorly and
slightly superiorly.

o Inferior point on right external auditory meatus (17): the model has acquired a false bump
on the rim of this hole, which has caused this ladmark to be improperly located.

2. Skull 3198:

o Left and right zygomatico-maxillary sutures (8,9): non-isotropic landmark errors causing
medial bias (see above).

r Left and right mastoid processes (18, 19): these bumps have been slightly flattened, possibly
causing mid-identifi cation.

o Left and right optic foramenae (29, 30): non-isotropic landmark errors causing lateral bias
(see above).

o Lateral point on left and right infraorbital fissures (3t, 32): poorly modelled thin bones

have caused these fissures to enlarge; consequently the landmark defined as the extreme edge

appears to move along the line of the fissure, primarily in lateral and anterior directions;

e Anterior point on right jugular foramen (34): the hole itself appears to have contracted
(possibly due to CT scanning or segmentation errors), causing the landmark on the edge to
move.



3. Skull 3297:

r Posterior nasal spine (4): this point appears to have been lengthened due to a residual support
artifact (but in other instances it might be truncated due to excessive support structure
removal).

o Left and right zygomatico-maxillary sutures (8, 9): non-isotropic landmark errors causing
medial bias (see above).

r Left and right pterygoid hamuli (25, 26): on the original skull, these two spikes point in
asymmetric directions; they have both been slightly truncated and therefore exhibit errors in
different directions.

o Foramen ovale (27. 28): these holes have been partially filled in, causing erroneous location of
the edge landmarks; (this appears to have happened in several places on this model, possibly
because it was an early build using a poor resin and made by DePuy).

o Left and right optic foramenae (29,30): non-isotropic landmark errors causing lateral bias
(see above).

o Left and right jugrlar foramenae (33, 34): holes partially filled in causing mis-identification.
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